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Abstract

This paper is an attempt at defining what services a data centre
should perform, and what form these services should take in order
to serve the various groups of users in the best possible way.
In order to provide a background for the following discussion, the
paper starts by identifying the different user groups. Prom an
analysis of the characteristic functions of each of these user
categories conclusions are dttiwn as to what services they need
from a data centre. Some implications for the operation of data
centres and for what kind of staff they need, are given. The author
also states his impressions of the extent to which the present
centres fulfill these desirable services. The importance of specific
services for the question of how to increase the use of the data
centres is stressed where appropriate. The opinions expressed in
the paper are based on the authors experience both as a former mem-
ber of a data centre and as a data user.

Sammanfattning

Denna rapport utgöres av det bidrag jag på inbjudan av IAEA lade
fram vid en expertpanel om neutrontvärsnittskompilering, som IAEA
organiserade i Brookhaven i februari 1969 •

Rapporten diskuterar den service ett datacenter bör utföra för att
det skall vara av verklig nytta för sina avnämare. Som itnderlag
för diskussionen analyseras de olika kundtyperna och deras behov.
Det 3ätt på vilket existerande neutrondatacentra sköter sin service
berörs, och vägar att förbättra densamma diskuteras.

De slutsatser och synpunkter rapporten återspeglar bygger på mina
erfarenheter bå$e som medlem av ett datacenter och som användare
av dess service.
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Why data centres?

One of the main reasons for the establishment cf neutron data
compilation centres was a fear that valuable data were being
produced, but not put to use, except, maybe, to a more limited
extent than they merited. The existence of e few strategically
located centres could be hoped to help in getting the "lest" data
out into daylight. It would not be unreasonable to 'expect that if
an experimentalist knew of a place to which to send his data, and
where they would be made accessible to the community of prospective
users, he couM be induced to send his data there. This possibility
would become more and more important with the growing unwillingness
of physics journals to publish numerical data, and v/ith the
increasing use of linear accelerators and similar raachines which
turn out data in great detail and number.

For the user a well functioning centre would save much work.
Instead of having to work through the literature to find out what
data exist, he would ask a centre to provide him with a Ii3t of
appropriate references. Instead of writing for data to a number of
different measurers he"would have to write only to one centre.

A good data centre should, hovrever, provide many more advantages
than these-. The data files would constitute a map of the current
efforts in the data measuring field, of value not only for avoiding
unnecessary duplication of efforts, but also for identifying neglected
areas, or areas where more effort vTould be needed. The existence of
a larfe amount of data in one place might even lead to new scientific
findings by itself.
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The centre would be forced by the nature of its tasks to
establish close and smooth communication channels with measurers
and users of data. This would put it into an excellent position to
transmit information on data from experimentalist to experimentalist,
from experimentalist to data user, and inversely. This opportunity
to act as a catalyst, I am afraid, has net been exploited by the
present centres.

The centre would, of sheer necessity, have to adopt advancad
data handling methods. This would ease the user's work by his being
able to get the data both faster, and in the most convenient format
for his purposes.

It might also be possible that a centre where one could find
both the data, and that information on the data, which is necessary
for its assessment, could help in inducing people to write reviews
on certain nuclides, cross sections or other quantities.

Although it is possible to formulate specific definitions of
the required services of a centre from a consideration of the points
above, an analysis of the different categories of users and of thsir
needs is necessary before any definite conclusion can be drawn.

Who is the user?

When discussing the needs of the users, there has, in my opinion,
been an unfortunate bias in favor of one specific category, i.e. the
large and specialized evaluation groups. This is easily understandable
considering that these groups are fairly well organized, easily
Identified, and have an obvious connection to the economic interests
which have given, and give, the main motivation for the present
interest in neutron data, i.e. the reactor industry. This bias has
had some negative implications, particularly for the last years'
storage programme discussions.

To see this a short look at the spectrum of users is helpful.
First there is a presumably very big group of people working at
smaller laboratories who are responsible for providing evaluated
data for neutromes calculations at their institutions, for recom-
mending data sets to be used, or for giving statements on the quali-
ty of certain experimental data. They differ probably from the big
evaluation group by working on a shorter time scale, and with pro-
portionally more varied material.

Experimentalists who occasionally evaluate a quantity on which
they are specialists, deserve to be mentioned as a separate group
because of the high level of sophistication of their work.

Another group of users would consist of physicists doing neu-
tronics calculations. Although this group tends to use established
sets of data they might want to take advantage of more recent re-
sults, or they may be interested in specific quantities or elements
not contained in evaluated libraries. In this group may also be in-
cluded physicists us* ing neat rons for activation analysis, neutron
radiography, neutron radiotherapy etc.
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Further, there are the experimentalists who need up to date
cross sections for normalisation, for comparison, of for correction
purposes.

There is also, or, at least there ought to be, a group of people
who concern themselves with reviewing certain fields of nuclear data.

Another group that can easily be identified is made up of the
theoreticians who need data for testing their Siodels, for searching
for systematics etc.

Finally I should like to make a plea for what might be called
the education group. Although this group is of no direct economic
importance, it merits attention, particularly from the point of view
of the data centre's future.

I probably had better expand a bit on this. By the educational
group I mean the students and the professors of nuclear physics and
nuclear engineering. Part of the explanation for the relatively pcor
utilization of the data centres can no doubt be found in the fact
that the physicists who work with neutron data are not accustomed to
the idea of data centres. This probably also explains the unimagina-
tive use of the centres. There appears to be a rather large resist-
ance, at least in the schools of some European countries, against
teaching or even allowing students to make use of information centres
and reference indexes.

I suggest that an effort is made by the data centres to con-
vince the responsible professors that teaching how to use modern
means of obtaining information is an important part of modern edu-
cation. It can even be expected that data or information centres will
eventually become direct research tools.

Some people might argue that the eentrfs were established to
fulfill the data needs of the reactor builders and thus only the
first two groups are of importance. However, it would be foolish and
shortsighted to disregard the other user categories. The experiment-
alists and theoreticians provide the material for the evaluators,
and any help to the former in making their work easier and more ef-
ficient will directly benefit the latter. Furthermore it is much
easier to make people give you something if they feel that they get
something in exchange. It must be emphasized that the centres to a
large extent live on the good will of the people who provide the
data and that the more the different groups of users feel that they
benefit from the centres, the more support the centres will get, and
the easier it will be for them to carry out their various tasks.

The reviewer is a person who'a importance is becoming more and
sore realized in all expanding fields of physics. He provides work-
ing material for the evaluators as well as for the experimentalists.
The educational group finally provides the potential manpower for
all the other user groups, and the benefits arising from this group
being aware of and accustomed to data and other information centres
should be evident.



What can be inf^red from the character!h'tieo of the different
user categories about the Kind and the quality oT the services
they need frois a centre0

The big evaluation groups, as they are taken here, are mainly
interested in a rather limited number of nuclides, the fissionable
and structural elements and some tiuclidco of importance for shield-
ing. Neither is the range of quantities they are interested in very
large, although it grov s with the refinement in calculational pro-
cedures and the interest in more advanced systems. The incident
neutron energy of interest goes from thermal to 15-20 MeV. They may
have routines for automatic evaluation and keep their own computerized
files of experimental data. They therefore need to have the large
data masses they request supplied in a computer medium (preferably
magnetic tapes). On the other hand, they can plan their work so that
they are not too dependent on very fast services (for their regular
work at leaot). The existing groups also have established personal
contacts both with each other and with data measurers. They might
therefore be less dependent on the centres for non-numeric informa-
tion on data (news on corrections, renormalization, etc.) or on new
measurements than other categories of users. However, they want to
get complete reference lists when they start on a new evaluation or
on a revision of an old one. Likewise, they want to get a complete
data file containing the very latest results on the nuclide they
work on. They can help the centres by keeping these up to date on
their planned evaluation work and on the changes which are carried
out on their completed evaluated files.

i

The situation for the second category of users, the "small"
evaluator3, is quite different. They work under much more limited
circumstances both in equipment ai:d in manpower than the "big"
evaluators. At t-", same tirae thea r duties are more varied and stretch
over a broader fie"i and they have leco tine to epeM on each pro-
blem. A physicist of this group may have to keep a constant watch on
the literatur' iri order to alert other physicists within the labora-

f intercut. Phi.; implies that a frequently up-
.A is very important to him. Considering the large
evaiuators group one easily sees the enormous

tory on
dated referenc > L
eize of the "cm^ll"
waste of time involved in each member of the group keeping an individ-
ual index. They probably rely on established evaluated libraries for
common elements:, tut they may be charged with comparing and. choosing
the "best" data set among several, or new problems of measurements
may put a new emphasis on specific parts of the data 3ets with a
consequent need for a revision. Exotic elements or quantities are
often needed for particular problems with sometimes very short notice.
The small evaluator cannot define the range of nuclides and quanti-
ties of interest, h* simply does not know what problem will suddenly
come up. He probably cannot maintain his own computerized data files
but will still want the large amounts of data on computer media. His
contacts with other evaluatoi'ti and experimentalists are fev/ and he
is therefore very dependent on obtaining non-numeric information
from the centres. For the same roauon he wants the data to be well
documented, come thing which is often not fulfilled by the published
literature. The frequent urgency of his work implies that he needs
very fact and complete answers from the centres. He want3 the very
latest .lata tu bo aval lab] e at or.ee, in ordnr that his work



shall be as up to date a3 possible, because he cannot afford to re-
turn to, and revise it very frequently. Because of the sophistication
of the work of the experiraentalist-evaluator it is necessary for him
to have accese to very detailed non-numeric information.

The fourth category of users, the applied neutronics physicist,
like the "small" evaluator, frequently needs, froci the big evaluator*s
point of view, unconventional data. He can be interested in high
neutron energies (> 20 hleV). He may have problems to be solved on an
extremely short time scale. While the categories treated earlier
almost exclusively have questions of the type "what cross section
does this nuclide have?", the applied physicist often has reason to
ask an inverse question "which nuclides have a certain cross section
greater (smaller) than....?", etc.

Also the experimentalist might pose such questions. By being
able to ask which elements have important resonances at (or a gamma
line of) a certain energy he might be helped in finding the cause
for an anomaly in his results. Like the evaluator he will want re-
ference lists and he would be spared work (enabling him to fulfill

more requests in the request lists!) by being provided with plots of
the results from other experiments (including his own if he submits
them to the centre!).

The reviewer will, apart from data in numerical and graphical
form, also want to know about eventual changes to the information in
the published articles, as well a3 that information on the experiment
which is not published. Both he and the other data users would gain
advantage from having summaries of the experimental (or analysis)
procedure, both for use as working notes, and for reproduction in
tabular reviews like those in KPK-12Q.

The needs of the other two categories, the theoreticians and
thfc educational group do not diffei* in any essenlial way from those
of the categories discussed already.

What demands have to be put on the centres to fulfill the
user's needs and hov/ are these demands fulfilled to-day?

The bibliographical reference system .

The bibliographical files must be complete, certainly as
concerns the last decade, (it must not be forgotten that in many
instances the only measurements which have been done on certain
nuclides which are now becoming more and more interesting, date
from the forties. Thus completeness for the last decade is a neces-
sary, but far from sufficient demand.) On the other hand, there
should be no redundant entries. That is, there should be only one
entry for each separate part of the same work. Karlier or alterna-
tive publications (in a wide sense) should however be identified, and
if possible, their relation to, and how they differ from, the final
publication should be'indicated. This ia important in order to in-

The details of its operation do not concern us here. It may be
integrated with the data system or it may bo entirely separate.



crease readability as well as to save the user from unnecessary
extra work, further, many uaers have reuti'icted library facilities,
and they should be given the opportunity to find out if the re-
ferenced work appears in their library under a different guise.

The files must be up to date. The delay between the appear-
ance of a published article and its entry into the reference file
should preferably not exceed two weeks.

Information in V-e file must be retrievable in various ways
and with a minimum of delay (within a day at least).

The information in the file must be printed out in its entire-
ty and updated with supplements at frequent and regulai- intervals.
It is self-evident that the value of the reference file decreases
rapidly with increasing length of the publication intervals. Pre-
ferably the intervals between successive up-dating publications
should not exceed one month.

The printed file should be given
order to be of as great use as possibl
monthly up-dates could have a more res
reference index in an excellent advert
and by wide and frequent distribution
ly reminding the po+ential users of th
Perhaps it would be useful for many us
"small" evaluators, if a special card-

a very wide distribution in
e, although it may be that the
tricted distribution. A good
isecent for the data centres
it provides a way of constant-
e centre of it3 existence,
ers, particularly for the
/ edition were available.

The comments part of the ir.dex entry should give reference to
errata to the indexed article. It should also, and thio is one of
the important functions of the index, convey information oa later
changes to the results given in the article. There are several cases
where errors have been detected in the analysis of the raw data, im-
purity effects found etc, after publication of the results, and where
publication of the corrected results have taken place long after the
original publication, or not at all.

While the degree of completeness of the present reference file
probably is rather high, the same cannot be said about the 'up-to-
dateness'. The deficiencies in this respect can be traced partly to
the reader's inefficiency, partly to the exchange between the centres
being too infrequent. It would be easy to increase the exchange fre-
quency, to speed up the readers may prove more difficult. One pos-
sible way would be to give the readers some feedback from the centre,
e.g. each time a reader sends in entries, he should get back a cu-
mulative list of entries from the part of the literature he is
covering. He could also get a list of entries with the same combina-
tion of Z, A, cross section, and laboratory as on the entries he has
sent. This procedure would provide several advantages, the reader
would see that something came out of his work, and he would at the
same time be reminded of his duties. He would also have an easy way

2).Printed cards that is, not punched cards.



of cheeking hie coverage without having to do any bool-:-kee pi ur; of
his own. Furthermore, the second type of list, which should be order
ed by laboratory nay induce bin: to c ho ok v/;>.'iher his recent entry
supersede earlier entry r e f e m r ^ to the san.£ piece of work.

present file seernc toFrom the point of view of retrieval the p
be satisfactory. (The same nay or --j.y not be true for trie fpeed of
request fulfillment.) The fr<-c .....\ \ of printing arid up-aat,i:;f: of
the printed file is, however, far from satisfactory. The 1.11 tost
yearly edition of C I M D A * ) is dated June 68, ani no supplement had
been issued by January 15 1969. This mean:: -i time gap oi' 7 months,
or of about the same size as that between the '67 edition October
1967) and the '68 edition! Neither .s the distribution sufficiently
wide to respond to the criteria given above.

The potentialities of the reference file p.s a tool to spread
information on changes and. amendments etc. to the reference! ^lso
seem to be largely neglected. This
the great need for such information
view of the frustration arising frc
based on data which were known to b
group of people. In general, it appears to me that this kind
information has been entirely neglected in the last years' d
cussion of the information problem.

s very unfortunate in vi
felt by several users, rs

finding that one's wcrk
faulty only by a restri

ew of
r;.i in
was

cted
of

is-

The data activities

The data files must be complete with respect to the totality
of measurements pertaining to neutron cross sections and related
quantities, and also with respect to the information on oach measure-
ment.

As regards the period of time with respect to which the aala.
files should be complete, the same considerations are valid as for
the reference file. By completeness of information is rr.eant that
those data should be stored which allow fie maximum amount cf in-
formation to be drawn from the experiment. Thus resonance parameters
should be stored, but. also the basic data from which they were de-
rived. The experimentera cross sections should be stored, but also
the measured ratios from which they were derived (e.g. the fission
cross section of ?u 2 *9 measured relative to U ^ - ) ) . Completeness of
information alcio means that all information necessary for assess-
ment of the daxa should be given (errors, experimental conditions,
corrections applied, method of analysis etc.). This means that the
centre has to ask the experimentalists to supply the complementary
information if this is not given in the published work. It should
also ask for clarification of possible obscure points in the pub-
lished article. In. particular it should closely watch the definitions
of errors and resolutions, and carefully verify that data used for
normalization is unambiguously stated. For resonance parameters the
definitions of these, and the formula used must be indicated.

' Computer J_ndex of Neutron Dot-i
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It is also suggested from tine to time that the centres should

quaality bad data. However, apart from the factnot store l
that 'bad' data are sometipes useful data, it is doubtful whether
the centres are qualified to decide which data are good and which
are 'bad', or what data are useful ar.d what are not. The data centres,
after all, cannot be expected to poetess staffs large enough to cover
every field of application of neutron data.

The data file should be up-to-date. The centres must assure
themselves of the co-operation of the experimentalists so that the
latter submit their results as soon as possible. Furthermore, the
centre must have such a good knowledge of current measurements that
it can remind the experimentalist to send his data. Ar> 3oon ao the
deta have arrived at the centre they must'be available to the users,
even if complementary information has been requested from the measurer
and is not yet complete. It canr.ct be tolerated that dat^ are known
to exist, but are not in the file.j of tre data centre, or, that the
data are at the centre, but that they are not retrievable. (This
imperative car, of course, be relaxed for small data sets which are
available in numerical for::: in a well-kv:o!.vn publication, if a tempor-
ary increase in the workload at the centre makes this necessary.)

The data file should be coi3true ted ?o that retrieval can be
^ o n e f ̂Pf^ly '-rtd with a very high degree of f lexibj. li'v. The centres
must be able to ar.sv/er each retrieval request within the day it in
received. I-robably it is necessary for the internal work of the cent-
re, if it in to work eff j.-.;i ently, to be able to get retrievals parsed
immediately. This in also desirable in view of a, possible future con-
nection of the centre to ̂;; ir.t<.;rnat:io'i:,i data proee:.a.:ii';r network. In
order to achieve tho desirable f 1 f-xi b i Ii ty, which is a r\eo'jssary
feature if the file i.~ to be of full utility, all information iri the
file must be well defined, and na much of it ar poscibl'"- must be
easily computer accessible. Tt is i^porlart that this in; realized
when the fii'': is coru' true lod ar it v/ill be virtually inpo^Gible
later to amend the file in thi^ rern'-fl. Thf>r»- i .-•; ni-u., ?•*. rir̂ k that
anyone who trie:" to use the fiV. : r. 2.1. arort'iodox way, but who fails

beciUHf certain information
ar.d never try ag a i n.

ot re tr; evablf, will 3o<,.oeno
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tapes, punched cards, listings, and graphs, with or without comments,
and in various formats and oortj. ""t FhouLO jilco be possible to have
all output for a retrieval hon-ô e.-ious, e.r. with respect to units
(energies, cross sections, angular rue&r.ur̂ r, etc.), and 'c.y.sit-ns( i . e.
center of macs or laboratory system). It would be useful if the
contents of the data file were continuously published in the way of
'data sheet:;;' for a particular nuclide. (like a loose-leaf ENL j$2l3
for instance.)

In conjunction with, the data file there a
book-keepin^ procedure. The? source for each piece of data must be
indicated, and all changes and the reasons for these must be re-
corded together with the relevant dates,

There should also be a request file, containing the name end
institution for each requestor, a specification of his request, and
how and with what he was answered. This file is necessary in order
that the centre shall be able to communicate amendments on data it
has distributed. Such a file also provides background information
for an improvement of the centre's services, e.g. by giving statist-
ics on how well the centre can fulfill the data and service needs
of the users. Some caution would be necessary, however, when inter-
preting such information. The user docs not necessarily ask for v/hat
he would benefit most from, but for v/hat ho thinks (and/or knows)
that he can get.

Finally, there should be provisions for automatically answer-
ing standing requests as soon as daia satisfying the request cri-
teria are entered invo the data file.

Concerning the storage ar.3 retrieval nys terns used by the
centres it 'would be very unfortunate if the users try to specify
hov/ they should be constructed. A cenure is ruppo.scd to serve a
vary large range of users, and, by i tr: very nature and its tasks,
it must have very different d^andf; on its storage and retrieval
systems compared to tne limited require-no:':ts of a particular user
group. Furthermore, it appears evident fron a consideration of the
fact that the existing centres have quite different computer in-
stallations, that even they cannot uoo the san.e storage system if
they are to work efficiently. It is probably even an advantage if
each centre is allowed to develop its own system and its own organ-
ization, as long as the user cat; get the data he v;ar;ts, and in the
form he v/ants them. Too much tine and manpower hans beer, wasted on
fruitless discussions on detailG of storage systems, time and man-
power which could have been usefully devoted to that important task
which is collecting and disseminating data and other information.

Current information activities

In order to fulfill their role a.:-; information centre?, and
as important means to promote their uce, the centres should issue
frequent newsletters,. Thei;e news let t ers should contain presentation
of the staff members and of the centre's activities. They should
announce the availability of irv-ortar-.t data nr-d fjivo other infor-
mation on data at the centre ovi kuo-vr. to be in progrecs. Space
should be made available for cc.-.w-it:? on data and or the centre
activities, and review articles oorc^rr.' r.r, neutron |data should be



i. Similarly information on evaluation activities planned
»gress, and on the issuance of ne.v (or revision of old)

encouraged
and in progre;
evaluations should be recorded. It would also be useful to have
comments on experiences with the iuo of different evaluated data
sets.

Most of these items are of a kind which, although of a general
interest, is not published in regular journals, but only spread by
word of mouth inside a Restricted circle.

Staff

Is should bo clear from the discussion above, that the centres
are heavily dependent on having a staff of qualified physicists. To-
gether they should ideally cover the entire field of experimental
neutron physics plus some of the theoretical ori°. Even thic would
however not be sufficient. The basic well-being of a data centre if very
much dependent on the staff taking an interest In the data, partic-
ularly from the point of view of production, but also from the point
of view of application. The staff must be sufficiently numerous to
handle the daily work of the centre, but also to allow the individ-
uals to undertake activities which are related to, but which do not
strictly belong to the regular tasks of the centre. Clearly the
centres need to have in their staffs soiae information system oriented
programmers. The centres must always actively try to improve their
services, from the point of view of storage and retrieval cystem per-
formance as well as from the other aspects treated here. However,
the centres must never be p.llowed to revert to routine computer
or programming centres. In no circumstances must it be forgotten
that the task of the centres is to provide data users with the in-
formation they need.
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